
 

June 4, 2018 

 

 

TO:  Wendy Nelson – Executive Director 

  701 Lee Street, Suite 680 

  Des Plaines, IL 60016  

 

FROM: Brian Arnold – GIS Coordinator 

  City of Dayton – Department of Water 

  320 W. Monument Avenue 

  Dayton, OH 45402  

 

SUBJECT: ESIG Application 

 

A1.  The mobile/desktop data collection initiative began approximately a year and a half ago.   The effort 

has reached four departments, with others joining every couple of months.  Because we are reaching 

multiple departments through this technological approach, we are applying for the enterprise system 

category. 

 

A2.  Please see the attached letter authorizing the submission of the system application signed by Mr. 

Michael Powell, City of Dayton – Department of Water Director.   

 

A3.  Early in 2017, City of Dayton employees came up with a simple, yet complicated concept for 

mobile/desktop data collection.  The Department of Water has been the main holder of data from all 

departments within the city for many years.  The Department of Water utilizes a versioned SDE 

environment that allowed various people throughout the organization to update certain feature classes 

within the database, but this was not a robust group of people at the time the data collection effort was 

imagined.  For this reason, Richard Bailey (GIS Coordinator of Public Works) and I (a GIS Analyst II at 

the time) devised a plan to begin mobile data collection.  With approval from Steve Hill (Department of 

Water GIS Coordinator at the time), Richard and I began the effort of building the infrastructure to give 

us the ability to allow field workers to collect data in the field.  While this change in itself may not make 

the system exemplary, the associated systems that followed were. 

The first mobile collection process we started with was a vacant land mowing mobile collection effort.  

The City of Dayton has approximately 5,700 vacant structures or lots throughout the city.  City staff was 

tasked with mowing each lot six times a year, for a total of 28,500 lots per year.  While this is no small 

task, having a way to track each property that was mowed in each round reduced stress on multiple 

employees across multiple departments.  For this effort, database architecture was constructed and web 

maps were built for Collector.  A database user and version was added, inspection and verification tables 

were built with specific domains, relationships were added (with attachments) and services were 
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published.  This process allowed data to flow freely back to our SDE database and used in other systems.  

Testing was completed and upon completion, the process was implemented into production. 

Following the success of the vacant land mowing program, the initiative grew in many different 

directions.  The same process was used for a street tree collection program.  This program allows 

collectors to place a point (with accompanying attribute data) for every tree within the right-of-way.  

Similar applications like a way to track when a contractor treats sanitary mains for roots, a plant asset 

management collection program, a capital improvement plan (Water and Public Works) and storm water 

outfall inspection program were created for the Department of Water.  Pre-incident building plans, safety 

survey collection and arson investigation programs were completed for the fire department.  A building 

services inspector area desktop application was also built.   

While these collection efforts have improved the data quality throughout the departments using the 

processes, money has been saved and end-users (both public and employees) have access to high quality 

data.  Our eGIS viewer allows users to see near real time data for all data collected in the field.  Our work 

order management system has up-to-date data for plant assets (will soon spread to other areas).  The 

public has access to a dashboard that shows where mowing has occurred and which streets have been 

resurfaced (https://civicplus.daytonohio.gov/YourDollarsYourNeighborhood/).  Additionally, citizens can 

see where Water and Public Works capital improvement plan projects are occurring 

(http://daytonohio.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Shortlist/index.html?appid=fe471f834853489b8011b24524562d

4f).   

A simple idea has produced so many quality outcomes for both the city and the citizens of the City of 

Dayton. 

A4.  Three user testimonials are attached in this email.  Thomas Ritchie Jr. is the Acting Direction of 

Public Works.  The Street Maintenance Division within Public Works is one group of users benefiting 

from the mobile data collection efforts.  Tim Truman is the Water Supply and Treatment (WS&T) is a 

Water Research and Control Specialist.  Tim, as well as other WS&T staff members utilize the mobile 

data collection on a daily basis.  Staff members at WS&T benefit from the mobile data collection in their 

efforts to collect all assets within two water treatment plants, well field data and pumps and other assets 

throughout the city.  Jason Eckert is a Fire Prevention Specialist for the Fire Department.  Jason and his 

fellow employees use a variety of mobile data collection web maps within Collector.   

B1.  City of Dayton 

B2.  Currently the City of Dayton has a population of approximately 140,000 residents.   

B3.  The total budget for the entire organization is approximately $175,000,000. 

B4. Ms. Shelley Dickstein, City of Dayton – City Manager.  101 W. Third Street, Dayton, OH 45402 

B5. Brian Arnold, City of Dayton – Department of Water GIS Coordinator.  320 W. Monument Avenue, 

Dayton, OH 45402.  Telephone - (937) 333-2515.  Fax – (937) 333-8555. 

C1.  The initial motivation to develop the system was to manage a large task using available resources.  

As the system grew, it was found that there could be cost savings, efficiency gains, as well as using the 

https://civicplus.daytonohio.gov/YourDollarsYourNeighborhood/
http://daytonohio.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Shortlist/index.html?appid=fe471f834853489b8011b24524562d4f
http://daytonohio.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Shortlist/index.html?appid=fe471f834853489b8011b24524562d4f
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data in a more effective manner.  For example, the Department of Public Works had gone to bid for the 

collection of trees within the right-of-way.  The lowest bid was going to cost the city $7,500 in initial cost 

and $3,500 to keep the data up-to-date.  The savings alone encouraged the city to put continued efforts 

into expanding this program.  While it is unknown how much the City of Dayton has saved by creating 

home grown solutions, I would believe it would be significant. 

C2.  The tracking of approximately 5,700 vacant properties and structures was an enormous undertaking.  

With the help of some back-end architecture and mobile data collection, the task was much easier for 

members of city staff.  Without this system, staff members would have to write the details in the field and 

then type them into a database in the office.  The program was expanded to other city services (Street 

Tree collection, Fire Safety Surveys, Pre-Incident Building Collection and outfall Inspection).   

C3.  The system produced a few different unexpected results.  The first unexpected result would be the 

requests by other departments and divisions within the Department of Water.  The amount of requests for 

both the mobile collection efforts and various ways we can show the data have been staggering.  The 

second unexpected benefit that came from this system is the amount of reliable data.  For example, we 

had a feature class of our street trees that we thought was excellent.  After the collection from city 

arborists, we compared the two and realized our data was far less reliable than we thought.  Having each 

department collect their data will make our overall data in our database will be extremely reliable.   

C4.  When first designing the vacant land collection architecture, the process was a test and hope for the 

best process.  Putting the pieces together took some time to figure out the best method.  Another problem 

that was encountered was the post and reconcile process.  The vacant land collection process involves 

three map services, each one building upon other services.  Our database is set up in such a way that edits 

are done in one database and then posted, reconciled and replicated to a published database.  At the time, 

we completed this process once a week.  It was found that this was not sufficient because of the multiple 

services.  We decided to write a Python script to post, reconcile and replicate every night.  The next 

morning, the staff responsible for step two had information collected during step one.   

C5.  While I believe many organizations use a somewhat similar process to collect data in the field, the 

real benefit is number of systems affected after the data is collected.  Having the data available in a 

variety of formats for our users has been met with positive feedback.  Citizens of our city can easily view 

what has been done the day before.  Staff members also see what has been done.  This helps both 

employees and citizens to be on the same page if a problem came up. 

D1.  During the initial building phase, we went through a testing and production phase.  As with any 

technology related system build, this system was no different.  Our mowing program runs from April to 

October.  Following the completion of the mowing season, the Public Works GIS Coordinator wanted to 

make some sweeping changes.  With so many pieces to the puzzle, we dubbed the second year, “version 

2.”  There was a large amount of work to breakdown the pieces of version 1 and rebuild version 2.  The 

collected data, attachments and related data was a challenge to put back together.   

D2.  As mentioned in D1, the vacant land collection effort underwent extensive changes after the first 

year.  Two of the major changes were the addition of fields and addition of domain values.  The changes 

were completed because staff who used the system on a daily basis felt they could do their job easier and 
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in a more efficient manner if the changes were made.  Various smaller changes were also made in order to 

make the collection more efficient.  The addition of fields were completed because management 

requested some additional data for their weekly reports to executive staff members.   

E1.  For the collection side of the system, a group of field collectors are in place.  Once the data is 

collected, there is a wide range of users.  As an example, vacant land data can be accessed by city staff 

(approximately 2,000) and citizens (up to approximately 140,000). Within other departments, the data 

may be sensitive in nature and could be seen by a select few.  For example, the Fire Department’s Arson 

Investigation application allows ten people to view where arson investigations are underway.   

E2.  Multiple different decisions/operations/services are being effected by the data being collected by the 

various departments/divisions across the organization.  As previously mentioned, the City of Dayton has 

both a GIS viewer, as well as a web site for citizens to view data.  For our GIS viewer, employees are able 

to see where vacant land properties exist.  Along with the visual of where the vacant properties are, users 

are able to view when a property was mown, along with who and when a property was inspected and 

mowing was verified.  For our citizens, users can view much of the same information. 
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The screenshots above show a dashboard that was created to allow citizens and employees to view the 

various pieces of information.  The top screenshot shows each lot that has been mowed or not mowed.  

Additionally, users are able to see the number and percentage of properties mowed in each round.  The 

bottom screenshot shows a different way of viewing the data, via a bar chart, as well as the number of 

vacant properties in a given neighborhood. 

Another example is our fire pre-incident planning collection efforts.  Firefighters in the field are now able 

to see where connections are possible within a given building before they arrive on scene at a fire.  Within 

this same application, firefighters can see where elevators, hazardous materials and alarms control panels 

and key boxes are located within a given building. 
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The two screenshots above provide one piece of our eGIS viewer that is available to employees.  The top 

screenshot shows various pieces of information that Fire Prevention Specialists collected while visiting 

this retirement community.  The location of elevators, connection spots, along with the water utilities is 

critical to many employees throughout the city.  The bottom screenshot shows where Fire Prevention 
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Specialist have completed fire safety surveys at different residences.  When a user clicks the information 

button, they receive a customized view of the data.     

E3.  As with any data set, the amount of quantitative and qualitative data is rather extensive with our 

mobile data collection effort.  For each department within our city, we collect a vast amount of data.  For 

example, the vacant land management - inspection collection system collects mainly qualitative data such 

as street type, neighborhood, tree removal and occupancy.  In the second piece of the vacant land 

management – verification collection system, quantitative data is collected, such as a date for each time 

the parcel was mowed.  In another example, the Fire Department’s fire safety survey mobile collection 

system collects both qualitative and quantitative data in the same application.  Some examples of 

qualitative data collected is the type of home, inspection type and educational material.  Some examples 

of quantitative data collected is the number of smoke alarms present, number of smoke alarms installed, 

number of batteries and number of CO detectors tested.   

E4. Across the organization, productivity has increased in a few different ways.  With the collection 

alone, collectors have increased their production because a drop down list can be used to collect the data 

instead of writing the data on a piece of paper. Also, users can stay out in the field longer without having 

to allot time to return to the office to type the data into a database from their notes.  The other way 

production has increased lies within the flow of data.  In some cases, data is available instantaneously, 

while in other cases, data can easily be viewed the following day.  Previous to the inception of this 

system, users would have to look in many different areas to get the entire picture of the data.  With the 

system currently in place, users can normally view the data in a single spot (different for city staff and 

citizens).  

E5.  Other impacts from systems are money savings and up-to-date data.  With the current system in 

place, the city saves money by completing projects in-house.  In the past, the city would outsource the 

work and have the data collected on a one-time basis.  The current system allows the constant flow of up-

do-date information for every system where data is being collected.   

E6.  Before the current system was put into place, there was no real transparency for the citizens of the 

city.  For city staff, data was found in various standalone databases.  In terms of the public, citizens 

trusted our word that properties were being mown and work was being completed.  Using the vacant land 

mobile collection effort as am example, citizens can see when and where properties were mowed at any 

given time.  For city staff, users can go to a property and see the inspection, verification the property has 

been mowed, as well as abatement information collected from previous years.   

F1.  The City of Dayton – Department of Water, GIS Division has several physical and virtual servers to 

conduct day-to-day operations.  For our mobile collection system, the published feature services are 

housed on two virtual servers.  The databases are housed on a virtual SQL Server database cluster.  The 

editing environment is housed in a versioned database within this cluster.  Data is posted, reconciled and 

replicated to a production database on the same server.  We are currently transitioning our services to a 

single server, but services are published from ArcMap to ArcGIS for Server 10.3.1/10.5.1.  The output 

that is seen by employees and citizen’s uses map services published on the same services as their feature 

service counterparts.  In the field, employees use either an iPhone or iPad.  The versions for both the 

iPhone and iPad’s may vary, but they both work well for data collection.  In addition to the field data 
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collection, a desktop PC may be used to move points to their correct location because of accuracy 

concerns.    

F2.  As mentioned above, publishing environment is done using ArcMap 10.3.1 or 10.5.1. For the 

editing environment, versioned feature services are published to ArcGIS for Server.  Once the 

data has been posted, reconciled and replicated to the production database, map services are 

published to ArcGIS for Server.  For security reasons, we use named users within ArcGIS for 

Server.  In the field, Collector for ArcGIS is used for all data collection.  Once the data has been 

pushed to the production database, we publish map services using ArcMap 10.5.1, published 

through ArcGIS for Server.  These services are integrated into our eGIS viewer using Vantage 

Points Core, built by Geographic Technologies Group.  Vantage Points Core allows us to create 

custom configurations (maps) for specific user groups and limit who sees certain configurations.  

Within Vantage Points Core, we are able to create specific searches and information pop-ups for 

each record within every feature class.  In addition to Vantage Points Core, we heavily rely on 

ArcGIS Online.  We use ArcGIS Online to publish web maps for data collection within Collector 

for ArcGIS, as well as produce custom applications for certain use cases.  Once data has been 

collected, one output is our public data information portal.  This portal is built using Sisense, a 

business intelligence application.  Sisense is comprised of two parts, the back end which is called 

the ElastiCube that acts as a cloud based mini data warehouse to bring together relational 

databases, and the front end which allows the user to create custom dashboards based on the data 

in the ElastiCube. The user sets the frequency that the data refreshes the ElastiCube to offer up to 

real-time updates to the infographics within the dashboards.       

F3.  Because the overall system includes several departments and divisions, multiple feature classes, 

tables and relationship classes are involved.  Each component within the editing database has a parent in 

the production database where data is replicated to.  The full list of components is listed below: 

Vacant Land Management 

refParcelPolyLanMgt (FC):  Parcels within the City of Dayton.  

VLM_Inspection (Table): A table listing all inspections done on vacant structures or lots. 

VLM_Inspection_ATTACH (Table):  A table for pictures taken for a given parcel. 

vlm_MowingVerification (Table):  A table listing the verification a parcel has been mowed.  This table                    

lists the dates for each time the parcel was mown. 

vlm_MowingVerifications_2017 (table): A table listing the verifications completed in 2017. 

VLM_Tree_Removal (table) a table listing when trees need to be removed from a property.  This table 

lists the dates the trees were removed.   

VLM_Tree_Removal_ATTACH (table):  A table for pictures of trees that need removed from a property. 

refParcelPolyLanMgmt_VLM_Mowing_Verification (RC):  A relationship class between the parcel 

feature class and mowing verification table. 

refParcelPolyLanMgmt_VLMInspection (RC):  A relationship class between the parcel feature class and 

VLM Inspection table. 

VLM_Inspection_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between Inspection and the inspection  
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attachments. 

VLM_Inspection_Tree_Removal (RC): A relationship class between inspection and the tree removal 

table. 

VLM_Tree_Removal_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between tree removal and its 

attachments.  

Fire Pre-Incident Planning 

 

Alarm_Control_Panels (FC): A feature class showing where alarm control panels are located within the 

pre-incident plan collector application. 

Building_Access (FC): A feature class showing where building access points are located within the pre-

incident plan collector application. 

Fire_Hose_Lines (FC): A feature class showing where fire hose lines should be laid within the pre-

incident plan collector application. 

Fire_Suppression_Systems (FC): A feature class showing where fire suppression systems are located 

within the pre-incident plan collector application. 

FireApparatus (FC): A feature class showing where fire apparatuses should be located within the pre-

incident plan collector application. 

Hazardous_Materials (FC): A feature class showing where hazardous materials are located within the pre-

incident plan collector application. 

Key_Boxes (FC): A feature class showing where key boxes are located within the pre-incident plan 

collector application. 

Occupancies (FC): A feature class showing building occupancies within the pre-incident plan collector 

application. 

Pre_Incident_Plans (FC): A feature class showing the building footprint within the pre-incident plan 

collector application. 

Utility_Shutoffs (FC): A feature class showing where utility shutoffs are located within the pre-incident 

plan collector application. 

Alarm_Control_Panels_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for the alarm control panels. 

Building_Access_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for the building access points.  

Fire_Suppression_Systems_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for the fire suppression 

systems. 

Hazardous_Materials_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for hazardous material points. 

Key_Boxes_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for the key box locations. 

Occupancies_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for the building occupancies. 

Pre_Incident_Plans_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for the pre-incident. 

plansUtility_Shutoffs_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for the utility shut offs. 

Alarm_Control_Panels_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between alarm control panels and its 

attachments. 

Building_Access_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between building access points and its 

attachments. 

Fire_Suppression_Systems_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between fire suppression system 

locations and its attachments. 
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Hazardous_Materials_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between hazardous material locations 

and its attachments. 

Key_Boxes_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between key box locations and its attachments. 

Occupancies_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between occupancy locations and its 

attachments. 

Pre_Incident_Plans_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between pre-incident plans and its 

attachments. 

Utility_Shutoffs_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between utility shutoff locations and its 

attachments. 

 

Fire Arson Investigations 

CameraLocations (FC): A feature class showing where fire department, police department and private 

cameras are located. 

FieldInterviews (FC): A feature class showing where fire department field interviews have occurred. 

FireLocations (FC): A feature class showing where arsons have occurred. 

FieldInterviews_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for the fire field interviews. 

FireLocations_ATTACH (Table): A table showing the attachments for the building occupancies. 

FieldInterviews_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between fire field interviews and its 

attachments. 

FireLocations_ATTACHREL (RC):  A relationship class between fire arson locations and its 

attachments. 

Outfall Inspection 

swDischargePoint (FC): A feature class showing where outfall discharge points are located. 

emOutfall_Inspection (Table): A table showing attributes for outfall inspections completed. 

emOutfall_Inspection_ATTACH (RC): A table showing the attachments for outfall inspections.  

emOutfall_Inspection_ATTACHREL (RC): A relationship class between outfall inspection records and 

its attachments. 

Water Supply and Treatment (WST) Condition Assessment 

WST_ConditionAssessment (FC): A feature class the locations of WST plant assets. 

WST_ConditionAssess_Ancillary_Electrical (Table): A table showing the condition assessment values 

for ancillary – electrical for each WST plan asset. 

WST_ConditionAssess_Ancillary _HVAC (Table): A table showing the condition assessment values for 

ancillary – HVAC for each WST plan asset. 

WST_ConditionAssess_Ancillary_Mechanical (Table): A table showing the condition assessment values 

for ancillary – mechanical for each WST plan asset. 

WST_ConditionAssess_Ancillary_Structural (Table): A table showing the condition assessment values 

for ancillary – structural for each WST plan asset. 

WST_ConditionAssess_Core_Electrical (Table): A table showing the condition assessment values for 

core – electrical for each WST plan asset. 
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WST_ConditionAssess_Core_HVAC (Table): A table showing the condition assessment values for core – 

HVAC for each WST plan asset. 

WST_ConditionAssess_Core_Mechanical (Table): A table showing the condition assessment values for 

core – mechanical for each WST plan asset. 

WST_ConditionAssess_Core_Structural (Table): A table showing the condition assessment values for 

core – structural for each WST plan asset. 

WST_ConditionAssessment_ATTACH (RC): A table showing the attachments for WST plant assets. 

WST_ConditionAssessment_ATTACHREL (RC): A relationship class between WST plant assets and its 

attachments. 

 

F4.  In order to implement the system, two full-time employees (Richard Bailey and Brian Arnold) 

worked many hours to create the initial vacant land management collection system.  Other data collection 

systems required both Richard and I, while many others I created on my own.   

F5.  Beyond the time and resources used to create the initial system’s back-end infrastructure, testing and 

expanding to other areas, there was nothing unusual.  We contacted ESRI support for help when neither 

Richard nor I could determine a solution for a problem, but that was a rare occurrence.   

 

 

 





Toward the end of the second quarter in 2017, I began working on a deliverable through an MOU 
between the Department of Fire and The Department of Water within the City of Dayton. The task was to 
establish and maintain records of pre-incident data and make them available to responding emergency 
crews in real-time with current and relevant information. While the task may seem unsuspectingly simple, 
the amount of data and methodology for collecting and viewing seemed insurmountable at the time. 
While there are many fire safety software products and tools on the market, none were without their 
challenges and most operate alone on a cloud network or fire department server, rarely communicating or 
sharing information with other utility or service agencies within the municipality.  

We had begun to reach out to some of our partners within the Water Department’s GIS team and start a 
conversation about pre-incident plans and other options when a large-scale hazardous materials incident 
occurred on the main interstate highway that runs through downtown. In early May 2017, a wrong-way 
driver collided with a tractor-trailer tanker truck that had just refueled with gasoline. Aside from the 
fatality to the wrong-way driver the crash caused the more than 9,000 gallons of gasoline to become an 
immediate threat to life, property and created an ecological and EPA challenge as well.  

The incident demonstrated early-on that there was a need for maps of city infrastructure such as storm and 
sanitary lines, water supply and hydrants, topographic layers for tracking outflow and poisonous gas 
clouds, among other needs. Once we coordinated efforts that day with Michele Simons (Environmental 
Manager, Division of Environmental Management) from the Water Department and the Water Utility 
Field Operations team, it became apparent they had access to real-time maps with all of this data already 
available. Michele referred me to Brian Arnold (GIS Analyst II at the time) for access to the maps and 
data. Shortly thereafter I was able to get in contact with Brian and we began to discuss all of the options 
available to the Fire Department. This started us on a journey toward a project that continues to grow to 
this day. 

Around the same time that I began working with Brian Arnold on the access to the electronic maps, our 
office (Community Services – Fire Prevention) was in the process of seeking approval for the purchase of 
iPad Apple Tablets for all of the Inspectors and Investigators. Once Brian and I met to discuss the maps, it 
was very clear early-on that we had so many other options to grow into, especially with the new 
hardware.  

Very quickly the conversations grew from hydrants and storm drains into talk of how to incorporate pre-
incident data that is collected from many different resources and stored in various formats into accessible, 
easy to use products for first responders. Eventually leading to the development of the Fire Department’s 
own map set within ESRI for pre-plans and pre-incident data. This was our first introduction to the 
collector application on a mobile tablet. Brian and the GIS team were excellent at taking our feedback in 
the beta testing of the new map. Along the way Brian was able to make customizations that fit our needs 
such as specific icons being added, polygons to structures, identification of the type of structure and 
additional layers to the map. Brian was able to make these modifications in very short order, sometimes 
even while talking on the phone.  

While working on the pre-incident and utility mapping projects, Brian became aware of two other projects 
Fire Prevention was working on and trying to utilize our tablets for. Those two projects are Home Safety 
Visits (smoke and carbon monoxide alarm installations) and Arson trend and surveillance tracking.  

While the pre-incident plan project continues to go well, it is more complex and we continue to learn its 
capabilities and input data. On the other hand, we have seen immediate results from the Collector map 
products Brian has developed for Home Safety Visits and Arson. The Home Safety Visits Collector map 
allowed us to take an older Dayton Fire Department form and Red Cross (Partner) form and merge them 
into collector for one comprehensive electronic questionnaire in the inspector’s hands on their new 
device. The Collector App simultaneously records the location of the visit/install and data from both 



existing paper forms into one data point. Almost even more critical, the Dashboard allows for program 
administrators and inspector/investigators to track the program in real time, export to spreadsheets, and 
compare data/statistics. This will also allow us to track success stories as they come in.  

As far as the Arson map, it has been beneficial in locating and tracking neighborhood trends, fire patterns, 
and surveillance. It is another map that will continue to grow and be modified as we become more aware 
of its capabilities and our needs.  

Recently Brian and I have been working with one of our fire engine company stations on an effort to 
operate a Hydrant Collector application where the hydrant inspection and testing records could be update 
and collected in the field on mobile devices and imported back into the existing City software programs. 
Further the system would assist in the routing and planning of the inspection program to best maximize 
the efficiency and safety of each company, all while incorporating existing enterprise systems and their 
data with no additional input in the field other than within Collector.  

Over the past 8 to 10 months I have introduced these mapping and data collection programs to fire 
department members. I started with the Command Staff, HAZMAT Team, Fire Prevention and the 
Training Center. Brian has provided training and consultation to Command Staff as well. We are currently 
working on a training that would reach all members of the organization and educate them on the various 
maps, collection tools and how to operate them on any mobile device.  

For those members that have the applications on a phone, tablet or department PC, there has been 
overwhelming positive feedback. Many of the members have offered praise for the amount of accurate 
detail and speed to which it can be retrieved in an emergency. Further, some of our staff that was reluctant 
to utilize a mobile device found themselves embracing the technology and offering quality suggestions 
during testing and development. 

Overall, the ability to collect very specific data sets and have them communicate in real time with existing 
systems has been invaluable. We now find ourselves looking at statistics we had not previously imagined 
were relevant or in some cases even knew they existed. I believe, if given the chance to continue the 
growth of these projects, we will undoubtedly continue to see some very beneficial, life saving and event-
altering uses for these programs and products.  

Jason E. Eckert, Fire Prevention Specialist I








